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Lest We Forget —
“The USSVI Submariner’s Creed”
To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who
gave their lives in the pursuit of their duties while
serving their country. That their dedication, deeds,
and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of
motivation toward greater accomplishments.
Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of
America and its Constitution.
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News Brief
1. Next Meeting: At 1100, third Saturday of each month at the Knollwood
Sportsman’s Club. Mark your calendars for these upcoming dates:
a. OCTOBER 15
b. NOVEMBER 19
c. DECEMBER 17
2. Duty Cook Roster:
a. OCTOBER – FRANK W ALTER
b. NOVEMBER -- SEE YOUR NAME HERE!
c. DECEMBER -- SEE YOUR NAME HERE!
3. October Birthdays:

Tom Polzin 13th. Happy Birthday, Shipmate!

4. Watch this newsletter for an announcement of a wonderful, two-part
presentation on the foresight and impact of Hyman G. Rickover. Great Lakes
Base Historian John Lindstedt has created an overview of the admiral’s life and
impact on national security, manufacturing, and engineering.
5. It’s time to take Toys for Tots gifts to our meetings for collection and delivery.
Toys should be new and unwrapped.
6. Get a head start on dues by sending yours to Tom Polzin (see contact
information on Page 9). Crash Dive dues are $15 per year and national dues
are $25 per year for annual members. Contact Tom for details and options.

Crash Dive Meeting Minutes
September 17, 2016
Attendees:
a. Larry Warnke
b. Gus Yakes
c. Cris Pascual
d. Ray Ratliff
e. Jan Hill
f. Ed Dowling
g. Clay Hill
h. Ted Rotzoll
i. Herman Mueller
j. Glenn Barts, Sr.
k. Frank A. Walter
l. Peter Stephenson
2. Meeting was called to order by
Clay Hill at 1101 followed by the
Pledge of Allegiance, invocation,
and a round of introductions.
3. Secretary’s Report was
unavailable due to absence.
4. Treasurer’s Report given by Clay
Hill. Savings $1,173.69; Checking
$3,664.74; Sub Memorial
Checking $60,966.09, Savings
$5.00 and held by national
$41,290.00. Herman Mueller
moved to accept; Ed Dowling
seconded; vote was unanimous.
5. Committee Reports
a. Newsletter – absent.
b. Membership – absent.
c. Charitable Service – absent.
d. Community Outreach –
absent.
e. Hospitality – nothing through
October.
f. Webmaster – absent.
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g. Storekeeper – going to take
pictures today.
h. Procedures – absent.
i. Eagle Scout – Two
presentations in October.
Looking for someone else to
give packages. Has a set of
dolphins would like to hang on
wall at club.
j. Memorial – Chicago Base is
doing a lot (selling candy,
bracelets, books, T-shirts).
Want to license others to sell
after the memorial is built.
Hope to meet with City of
Chicago to ask about waiving
some fees. Crash Dive will be
at the Kane County Flea
Market in October. Author
Nancy Kenney remains
interested and wants to help.
6. Old (Unfinished) Business
a. No discussion.
7. New Business
a. Election of Base Officers
i. Clay Hill will stand for
Commander.
ii. Glenn Barts will stand for
Treasurer.
8. Good of the Order item:
a. Thanks to Larry Warnke for a
fine Greek lunch.
b. Cobia Working Party was good
but not too many people. Got
aft section painted (gangway
→ hatch). Looking to paint
torpedo room (escape hatch,
bulkhead).
c. Duty Cook
i. September – Larry Warnke.
ii. October – Frank Walter.
Crash Dive Base
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iii. November – SEE your name
here.
d. Next Meeting is October 15,
2016 at KSC.
9. Adjourn – Adjourned at 1222.

Lost Boats
USS Seawolf
USS S-44
USS Wahoo
USS Dorado
USS Escolar
USS Shark II
USS Darter
USS Tang
USS O-5

(SS-197)
(SS-155)
(SS-238)
(SS-248)
(SS-294)
(SS-314)
(SS-227)
(SS-306)
(SS-66)

10/3/44
10/7/43
10/11/43
10/12/43
10/17/44
10/24/44
10/24/44
10/25/44
10/29/23

PACFLEET Wants To Improve
How Sub Tender Crews Are
Used In Guam
By: Megan Eckstein
September 15, 2016 2:29 PM

Guided-missile submarine USS Florida (SSGN 728)
moors alongside submarine tender USS Emory S.
Land (AS 39) in Diego Garcia on Jan. 7, 2016. US Navy
photo.

HAMPTON, Va. – U.S. Pacific Fleet is looking
to build up the skill level and workload of
sailors assigned to the two submarine
tenders in Guam, but the viability of any
potential solutions with industry may hinge
on decisions that have yet to be made,
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PACFLEET’s director of fleet maintenance
said.
Years ago, Rear Adm. Stephen Williamson
explained, the submarine tenders got a
reputation of not being able to handle tasks
beyond their most basic work. The
persistence of that reputation led
submarine squadron commanders to begin
flying in teams of civilians from the Pearl
Harbor Naval Shipyard, which meant the
sub tender crews had less work and
therefore less opportunity to become
proficient in their jobs.
Wednesday, Williamson said at the
American Society of Naval Engineers’
annual Fleet Maintenance and
Modernization Symposium, “what happens
now, the tender folks say I can do that job, I
can name that tune in 10 days, and the
shipyard says I can do it in seven, and the
[destroyer] squadron will screen it to the
shipyard – which then means that the
sailors are gaining absolutely no skill
whatsoever because they’re going to stay
and do some other work while the shipyard
does their own work.”
He said these flyaway teams from Hawaii
are doing most of the nuclear work in
Guam, as well as some non-nuclear work
that they can perform faster. Guam hosts
about 600 sailors for the two sub tenders –
about 200 are at sea on one tender at any
given time, with the second tender pierside
and 400 sailors ashore to do repair work on
subs at the pier or Military Sealift Command
ships in Guam.
“The repair potential is vast,” Williamson
said of the ashore capability, and “they’re
not using their full potential” with the
submarine squadron’s reliance on flyaway
teams from Pearl Harbor.
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The fleet maintenance director said he
visited Guam last fall when he first started
his new job, and he said he was impressed
with the USS Frank Cable (AS-40) crew and
was confident in their ability to perform all
the tasks required of them. Still, if work
isn’t coming their way, “it is a self-fulfilling
prophesy … because you’re not going to
screen the work to them and they’re going
to get worse.”
Explaining a recent example that came to
his attention, Williamson said a submarine
needed piping work done, and the tender
said they could complete the job in four
weeks compared to the two weeks Pearl
Harbor Naval Shipyard quoted.

technical drawings and a technical work
package, something that the shipyard crew
does regularly. Williamson said, noting that
investing in some technical help for the
sailors could have made them more
competitive with the shipyard in that case.
Williamson told USNI News that the piping
repair was handled about as well as it could
have been – the squadron tasked the work
to the shipyard, but sailors from the tender
observed the work to learn from the civilian
technicians, though that is not always the
case.

“There is some discussion that has to
happen between SUBPAC and the squadron
on, even if the professional technical
civilians of the shipyard can do it faster,
you’re going to have to balance out faster
with training, with lost training
opportunity,” he said.
The Commander of Submarine Force,
PACFLEET (SUBPAC) commands both the
sub tender and the submarine squadron,
Williamson told USNI News after his
presentation, making him equally
responsible for keeping the submarines
operational and keeping the sub tender
crews proficient. As a result, SUBPAC is
trying to gather more information on all the
factors at play – tender crew training,
submarine operational availability, cost,
Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard workload and
more – to make more informed decisions.
In that recent example of the piping work,
the two-week difference in the work
estimates came down to the sub tender
crew being unable to quickly put together
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The submarine tender USS Emory S. Land (AS 39)
conducts a tended mooring with the Los Angelesclass attack submarine USS Key West (SSN 722)
alongside while anchored outside of Phuket,
Thailand as part of Guardian Sea 2015, an annual
exercise with the Royal Thai Navy. US Navy photo.
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Going forward, Williamson said he would
like to see less reliance on Pearl Harbor
workers. He would like to see the sub
tender sailors ashore do more work on
surface ships. And he would like to see the
sailors stationed there have some sort of
opportunity to learn from more
experienced workers in industry, gaining
skills and potentially earning certifications
during their assignment in Guam.
But mapping out a plan to accomplish all
that is complicated, since so many
questions still remain about the future
workload on the island, Williamson said.
But he said he hoped his presentation at
the conference would kick off a discussion
about what it would take to get industry
interested in having a greater presence on
the island and working with the sailors
stationed there.
Still unknown is the exact number of
submarines that will be homeported in
Guam – it is four today but could increase
to five – the Military Sealift Command’s
future presence there, and what the
addition of U.S. Marines to the island will
mean. Though amphibious ships will not be
stationed at Guam, “those amphibs that
come to pick up the Marines will inevitably
break at some point and have to be
repaired. Where and how” is the question
in his mind, he said.
If no additional maintenance workload
ultimately comes to Guam, “then really
what we’re lacking is a formal structure for
our sailors to be trained, and we can direct
that without any of you all [in industry]
there at all,” Williamson told industry. But if
the workload does increase and there is
room for more contractors on the island,
“we’ve seen other successful models
elsewhere, in almost every place where I’ve
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ever worked, where we’ve got civilian
technicians on site all the time” working
directly with the sailors. He cited a
collaborative effort between sailors and
industry in Connecticut, home to General
Dynamics Electric Boat and Naval
Submarine Base New London, and said that
setup couldn’t be directly applied to Guam
but could provide some lessons learned. He
said that ultimately the solution for the
future of maintenance at Guam needed to
look like something in between having a
full-blown intermediate maintenance
facility on the island with not enough work
to do, and having no additional presence on
the island and constantly flying out teams
from Pearl Harbor.
“Ultimately we think there’s a need for
some partnership with the sailors,” he said,
and the nature of that requirement will be
refined as the Navy further refines its vision
for the future of operations in Guam.

USS Illinois (SSN-786) entering Port Canaveral
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Published on The National Interest
(http://nationalinterest.org)

The Simple Reason Why
America's Virginia-Class
Submarines Are So Good

Incremental upgrades.
Dave Majumdar [2]
The United States Navy might defer
developing a new next-generation SSN(X)
unless such a design holds the potential to
provide a revolutionary leap over a
modernized variant of the current Virginiaclass attack submarine (SSN).
While the Virginia-class was
developed in the 1990s to be a cheaper
alternative to the much more capable and
expensive Seawolf-class (SSN-21-class), the
SSN-774-class was designed to be as
stealthy and to have greater multi-mission
capabilities than its larger counterpart. Over
the years, the Virginia-class has proven to be
an adaptable and versatile design with plenty
of room for growth. Indeed, the Virginiaclass submarine—or VCS as many senior
U.S. Navy officials call it—may prove so
capable that a future SSN(X)— [3]which is
tentatively planned for 2034—might prove
to be unnecessary.
“When is the transition from
Virginia-class submarine to SSN(X)? And
it’s currently scheduled for about 2034.”
Naval Sea Systems Command’s [4] program
executive officer for submarines Rear Adm.
Michael Jabaley [5] told The National
Interest [6] during a Sept. 16 interview in his
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office. “So we have Blocks V, VI and VII
on the Virginia and at some point in the
future, we’ll have to sit down and make that
decision. And the decision will be: Ok, has
our science and technology and research and
development work to date shown there is
enough there to warrant designing a new
submarine and starting to built it at that
point or should we move that point—most
probably out to the right—and keep building
Virginia because with Block VIII we can
insert the most promising technologies and
make it still be the best submarine out there
and perhaps wait for some phenomenal
technological development to come to
fruition.”
The Navy will have to make the
decision on developing a new SSN(X) with
potentially game-changing technologies or
continue building advanced Virginia-class
variants roughly seven or eight years from
now, Jabaley said. Though Jabaley didn’t
address what kinds of “phenomenal
technological developments” it might take to
justify developing a future SSN(X), during
his earlier testimony before the House
Armed Services Committee (HASC) in July,
he suggested that a future SSN might act as
an underwater mothership for unmanned
underwater vehicles.
Moreover, in order to drastically
improve acoustical performance, a nextgeneration submarine would need to
dispense with moving parts. “At some point
we’re going to have to move beyond a
rotating mechanical device to push the ship
through the water,” Jabaley told the HASC
[7]. “Although we’re not there yet on the
oceans being transparent, one of the biggest
things that causes noise to be radiated into
the water is the rotating machinery and the
propulsor itself moving through the water
and exciting various parts of the stern and
the submarine to radiate noise.”
The Navy has essentially reached the
limits of what is possible [8] for acoustic
signature reduction with a purely
mechanical system. While the future Ohio
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Replacement Program ballistic missile
submarines (SSBN) are expected to use a
permanent magnetic motor to increase
stealth, Jabaley wants to take a step further.
“The field of biomimetics is very interesting
to me when you look at nature in action and
you think: ‘Boy, it would be great if we
could design something that would take that
leap forward and get us into a realm that
would be acoustic-self unlike anything
we’ve ever done before,’” Jabaley said told
the Congress.
In the nearer term, some of the
advanced technologies that could be
incorporated into a future Virginia-class
derivative could include a version of the
permanent magnet motor that is slated for
the Ohio Replacement Program [8] SSBNs.
But most of the refinements to the Virginiaclass are likely to be more modest. The
service is already gearing up to test
prototypes of some acoustical modifications
the Navy hopes will keep the VCS ahead of
the competition onboard a new Virginiaclass boat [9] that will be delivered late next
year. While Jabaley has spoken about some
of the details publicly before, he requested
that The National Interest not further
publicize the specifics about that effort.
In general, Jabaley said that the new
modifications are the first major
improvements to the Virginia-class’s
acoustical performance since SSN-774
became operational in 2004. The Navy was
spurred into action by the advent of Russia’s
new Project 885 Yasen-class SSGNs, the
first of which—called Severodvinsk [10]—
has greatly impressed the service’s
leadership.
“We’re continually developing new
technologies and new combat capability to
ensure our submarines maintain our
significant advantage in the undersea
domain,” Jabaley said. “That includes the
stealth of our submarines, that includes
sensor performance—in terms of sonar
arrays—and that includes our significant
advantage in combat system electronics—
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the processing and the basically computer
algorithms that aid the crew in solving the
tactical situation. And we are developing
technologies that are being prototyped and
will be included in future Virginia-class
submarines, are being evaluated for
inclusion on Ohio Replacement submarines,
are being evaluated for inclusion for backfit
on the Virginia and even the Ohio-class
SSBNs. That includes advances in sonar, in
quieting, and in combat capability.”
Incremental improvements have
been an integral part of the Virginia-class
program from the outset. Every new Block
of Virginia-class boats has improved on the
previous one. Indeed, after the first two
Virginia-class submarines were delivered,
Jabaley pointed out that the program rapidly
improved its performance and delivered
boats months ahead of schedule while
reducing costs. Even the first Block III
boat—USS North Dakota (SSN-784)—
which included a twenty percent redesign of
the entire submarine to facilitate the
inclusion of a new water-backed Large
Aperture Bow (LAB) array sonar and two
large payload tubes to replace a dozen
individual cruise missile tubes—came in
ahead of schedule. “And we expect to
continue to deliver below contract,” Jabaley
said. Indeed, that’s while increasing
performance—the LAB offers improved
capability over the original air-backed
spherical bow array, added Capt. Michael
Stevens, the Navy’s Virginia-class program
manager, who was present during the
interview with Jabaley.
The Block IV Virginia-class
submarines—the first of which are currently
in the initial stages of construction—focus
on reliability and maintenance
improvements, Jabaley said. Indeed, because
they will require far less time in dry dock,
the boats will be available for extra
deployments (an SSN normally deploys 14
times during its 33-year lifespan)—which
will help the Navy with its mission to
maintain a global submarine presence.
Crash Dive Base
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“Once you wrap all of those changes into the
ship’s maintenance plan, it allowed us,
starting with the Block IV submarines, to
reduce four depot level maintenance periods
down to three and increase the deployments
from 14 to up to 15,” Jabaley said.
However, the biggest improvement
to the Virginia-class will come with the
Block V vessels—the first of which will
start construction in 2019 as the second
submarine (SSN-803) built that year. The
Block V submarines will add a Virginia
Payload Module (VPM) that will add four
additional payload tubes amidship, each of
which can accommodate seven Tomahawk
cruise missiles for a total of 28 weapons.
Overall, the Block V Virginia-class will be
capable of launching 40 Tomahawk cruise
missiles from its payload tubes.
“The Navy’s program of record
[which will likely be increased] includes
Virginia Payload Module on every Virginiaclass submarine beyond that,” Jabaley said.
“So that make 19 submarines with VPM—
makes 20 if we add that second submarine in
[6] 2021—and that act of adding the VPM to
those 19 submarines provides a significant
mitigation for the loss of the [four Ohioclass boomers, which were converted into]
SSGNs. It’s not exactly 100 percent, but it
absolutely mitigates the fact that Ohio,
Michigan, Florida and Georgia
decommission in the mid-20s.”
Overall, aside with the fact that the
Navy simply needs more submarines to
make up for a severe shortage [11] in
undersea assets, America’s silent service is
in good condition from a technological
standpoint. The challenge will be to
convince Congress to add funding to
increase the build rate to counter a resurgent
Russian and growing Chinese submarine
force.
Dave Majumdar is the defense editor
of The National Interest. You can follow him
on Twitter @DaveMajumdar [12].
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Navy Federal Credit Union
Scam
Submitted by: National Office

Some members have received emails allegedly
from the Navy Federal Credit Union requesting
that they click on a provided link to receive a
message and restore a hold that was put on their
account. The email address that the message
came from ended in .ru, which indicates that it is
a Russian domain. This does not necessarily
mean that it was from Russia, as anyone can get
a .ru domain. Since this happened to a USSVI
member, and the scam implies it came from the
Navy Federal Credit Union, the possibility exists
that a USSVI member's address book may have
been hacked, and more members may get these
types of messages. Do not click on any links you
are not sure of, especially if they ask you to verify
your login or any other personal information.
Also, check the address the message came from,
and if ending in .ru, it is a probably scam, fishing
for your information.

Memorial Update
Sept. 10th - 11th USS Chicago Base set up
for the Lockport WWII days, and collected
over $1500 for the memorial.
Sept. 16th Gary Meyer of USS
Chicago Base, held a “beer tasting event” at
his house in New Lenox, which was open to
the public. He had 4 different beers on tap.
Proceeds went to the memorial.
Sept. 17th USS Chicago Base gave a
presentation at the Lemont Historical
Society. The sold the ‘Fresh Water
Submarine’ books, tee-shirts and bracelets
that we have now added to our inventory.
Sept. 24th USS Chicago Base went
to Wheaton for a French Market which
brought attention to our memorial project
and added additional funds towards the
construction.
Sept. 29th, I, along with CDR’s Ken
Tupman of USS Chicago Base and Clay Hill
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of Crash Dive Base, met with our ‘new’
architect Eric Grygorcewicz of Muller &
Muller, our General Contractor Brian Hatlen
of Troop Contracting and Michelle Woods ,
of CDOT, on the ‘new’ site where our
memorial will be placed. (Closer to the Lake
Shore Drive Bridge.) We went over a few
items of interest, one of which is with the
city making an attempt to lower our costs
for the memorial. The only thing that
worked out is that the city will waive the
cost of soil testing at the memorial site,
which overall, could save up to and around
$5000. However, because of the move, we
are now closer to a city lamp-post, which
can provide the needed electricity for a
spotlight. So, the flagpole is back on the
agenda for the project.
Oct. 1st – 2nd , several Crash Dive
members volunteered to set up a ‘booth’ at
Kane County Fairgrounds, during the
monthly flea-market held every first of the
month. It was a two day event , and, even
though it rained very hard on the first day,
Saturday, which helped to keep
attendance down somewhat, we did bring
in over $800 for the memorial.
Oct. 8th, Morris Farmers Market.
USS Chicago Base collected over $500.

We are currently over $105,000.
More Crash Dive members need to step up,
come up with some ideas to help move the
memorial forward, and volunteer when
needed.
BZ to all who have volunteered to
participate in the fundraising efforts.
Submitted by: Frank Voznak

Memorial Tee-Shirts
At the meeting of the 15 October, the
Memorial Committee will be offering
Memorial tee-shirts for sale at $20.00 ea,
and the profit goes directly to the
memorial fund. Ladies sizes are
available which are slightly tapered and
have a V-neckline.

Crash Dive Base Contact Information
Commander – Clayton Hill, 195 Clover Lane, Cedarburg, WI 53012; 262-377-5332 (work number) or
bisi@ameritech.net
Vice-Commander – Greg Miller, 964 Fischer Drive, Addison, IL; (630)543-7855 or
fourkats4me@yahoo.com
Secretary (POC) – Chris Gaines, 513 West Downer Place, Aurora, IL 60506; 630-892-5718 or
ccgaines@mindspring.com
Treasurer – Glenn C. Barts, Sr., 2000 Jamestown Drive, Palatine, IL 60074; 847-934-7418;
gcbarts@msn.com
COB – Larry Warnke, l_warnke@msn.com
Chaplain – Cris Pascual; crispasses@aol.com; 285 Southridge, Gurnee, IL 60031; 847-855-0772
Membership – Tom Polzin, 12463 Foxtail Lane, Huntley, IL 60142; (v) 847-867-8668; (f) 847-6692444; tapolzin@aol.com
Storekeeper – Herman Mueller, 503 Lynn Terrace, Waukegan, IL 60085; 847-445-5034;
hermanandlorimueller@comcast.net
Newsletter Editor – Chris Gaines
Base Historian – Frank Voznak, Jr. 9 South 255 Madison, Burr Ridge, IL. 60527; 630 986-0175
franklin2@comcast.net
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Regular  Life  Associate 

OUR CREED:
“To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their lives in the pursuit of their duties while
serving their country. That their dedication, deeds and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of motivation toward greater
accomplishments. Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of America & its Constitution.”
With my signature below I affirm that I subscribe to the Creed of the United States Submarine Veterans, Inc., and agree to abide by the Constitution, all Bylaws, Regulations and
Procedures governing the U.S. Submarine Veterans, Inc., so long as they do not conflict with my military or civil obligations. I will furnish proof of my eligibility for Regular
membership, including my discharge under honorable conditions, and proof of my U.S. Navy (SS) Designation, if required by the Base or the national Membership Chairman. If I am not
discharged, the discharge requirement is waived. If I am not U.S. N. submarine qualified, I am applying as an Associate and my sponsor is indicated below.

□

I certify that I was designated qualified in USN Submarines aboard ______________________ in _________ (Yr)

□

I certify that I received a discharge under Honorable Conditions (if not currently in military service) in _______ (Yr)

(Honorary designations regardless of source do not apply under any circumstances.)

Name: (Print /Type)___________________________________ Address: ____________________________________
City: _________________________ State: ____ Zip Code: _______-______

Tel: (______) ______-__________

Signature: ____________________________________________________

Date:

Your E-Mail Address ________________________________
st

______/______/________

Base/Chapter Desired: ___________________

st

The Member Dues year runs from Jan 1 thru Dec 31 . Please indicate your term preference: ______________________
Nat’l Dues: 5 Yr term: $115.00; 3 Yr term: $70.00; 1 yr term (Jan thru Sep) $25.00; (Oct thru Dec adds the next yr): $30.00;
Nat’l Life: 76+ yrs = $100.00; 66 thru 75 yrs = $200; 56 thru 65 yrs = $300.00; 46 thru 55 = $400.00; Thru 45 yrs = $ 500.00;
Local Base/chapter dues are separate and additional. Crash Dive Base dues are $15 annually.
How did you find USSVI?

□

Friend,

□

Boat Assn, □ Local Event/News, □ Internet, □ Other (________________)

YOUR U.S. NAVY BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Date Of Birth (MM/DD/YY) ____/____/____

If other military service, What Branch? __________

Highest Rate & Rank Attained: _____________ Mil Retired (Y/N): _____ On Active Duty? (Y/N): ____
YR entered Mil Service: ______ YR left Mil Service _____ (Active/Inactive reserve time also counts.)

□

Check here if your Military Service falls within these time periods: Dec 7, 1941, thru Dec 31, 1946;
June 27, 1950, thru Jan 31, 1955; Aug 5, 1964, thru May 7,1975; and Aug 2, 1990 to date.

□ Check here if you have been awarded an Expeditionary Medal
Submarines and ships served aboard as ship’s company (Use back if you need more space.)
1.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

2.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

3.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

4.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

5.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

Next of Kin:

Name: ________________________________ Relationship: ________ (Spouse, Partner, Son, Dau, Parent, Other)

Addr:________________________ City: ___________________

State: ___

Zip: _________ Tel: _______________________

(Leave this address line blank if the same as your home address)

Upon completion, give this form, including your National and Base membership DUES to the appropriate base officer, or mail to:
Crash Dive Membership Chairman Tom Polzin, 12463 Foxtail Ln, Huntley, IL 60142; Cell 847/867-8668 Fax 847/669-2444

January 16, 2016
Rev. H

